
• Computational displays are getting closer to reproducing reality
by delivering almost a complete set of perceptual realism cues [5].

• The rendering methods for these displays are required to
process high-resolution HDR images in real-time to generate
novel views from arbitrary viewpoints while delivering correct
depth cues.

• Image-based rendering (IBR) methods, a natural choice for such
displays, come with their own set of trade-offs. It is unclear how
their artefacts translate to perceived quality.

• We compared the three methods on 4 forward-facing synthetic
scenes (2 geometries × 2 materials).
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• The DRLF method can achieve rendering quality similar to NeX at
a much lower performance cost.

• Mesh size is not a bottleneck on performance for lumigraph as
there is no noticeable effect of the number of triangles between
sphere (960 triangles) and plant scene (84,748 triangles).

• The three methods produce very different types of artefacts:
DRLF leads to blurring of regions away from focal plane,
Lumigraph leads to ghosting near thin edges, and NeX leads to
changes in texture appearance. Artefacts become more
prominent in videos.

• While lumigraph got the highest quality scores on PU-PSNR, PU-
SSIM, HDRVDP3, and MDTVSFA, there is no consensus on the
rating and ranking of the methods across 4 metrics.
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• In this work, we aim to understand the performance and quality
trade-offs of real-time IBR techniques by comparing 3 IBR
methods:
• Dynamically reparameterised lightfield (DRLF) [2]
• Lumigraph implemented as a mesh with view-dependent

textures [5]
• NeX, a neural multi-plane images method [4].

Aim

Video results

3D scenes used for comparing different IBR methods and sample artefacts
caused by the three rendering methods

What metric to use to evaluate and train IBR methods?

• The geometries used were a sphere mesh and a plant mesh.
• The meshes were mapped to two materials: a Lambertian

material with a low-frequency gradient image as its diffuse
component and a specular material (Phong shading) with a high-
frequency checkerboard as its diffuse component.

• We rendered 20 images of 2160×1440 resolution and 16-bit per
channel with a baseline of 100 mm for all 4 scenes.
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